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Mathematical economics is the application of mathematical methods to represent theories and analyze
problems in economics.By convention, these applied methods are beyond simple geometry, such as
differential and integral calculus, difference and differential equations, matrix algebra, mathematical
programming, and other computational methods. ...
Mathematical economics - Wikipedia
Pakistan (Urdu: Ù¾Ø§Ú©Ù•Ø³ØªØ§Ù† â€¬ â€Ž), officially the Islamic Republic of Pakistan (Urdu:
Ø§Ù•Ø³Ù„Ø§Ù…ÛŒ Ø¬Ù…Û•ÙˆØ±ÛŒÛ• Ù¾Ø§Ú©Ù•Ø³ØªØ§Ù† â€¬ â€Ž), is a country in South Asia.It is
the worldâ€™s sixth-most populous country with a population exceeding 212,742,631 people. In area, it is
the 33rd-largest country, spanning 881,913 square kilometres (340,509 square miles).
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